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6.  Dose Calculations: 40 items  

 
A. Devise a manual electron plan.          
B. Calculate the number of monitor units/treatment time for a prescribed treatment  

including SSD field, SAD field, vSSD, prescribe to point, extended distance. 
C. Calculate entry and exit dose for a prescribed treatment field. 
D. Calculate the dose to an off-axis point for a prescribed treatment. 
E. Apply the inverse square law. 
F. Describe and apply PDD, TMR, TAR, TPR. 
G. Apply and understand differences for different types of IMRT planning. 
H. Perform dose and decay calculations for Sr-90. 
I. Perform decay calculations for I-131.  
J. Perform gap and half beam-block calculations. 
K. Perform shielding calculations.  
L. Understand the causes and effects of penumbra and be able to calculate penumbra. 
M. Understand challenges and effects of small field sizes. 
N. Perform basic hand calculations for brachytherapy. 

 
7. Regulatory and Quality Assurance: 10 items  
 

A. Describe the types and understand the use of personal radiation monitoring devices. 
(e.g., electronic personal dosimeter, MOSFET dosimeter, film badge dosimeter, and 
TLDs).   

B. Follow environmental protection standards for handling and disposing of hazardous 
materials (e.g., alloys). 

C. Understand and apply AAPM QA checks and the role of medical physicists on imaging, 
treatment equipment and radiation therapy plans.  

D. Describe radiation weighting factors for shielding and vault design (e.g., photons, 
electrons, protons, neutrons).  

E. Apply the use of TLDs, diodes, and film for patient and plan dosimetry.  
F. Apply the ALARA principle. 
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8.  Equipment Units and Beam Modifiers: 10 items  
 

A. Describe the characteristics and principles of orthovoltage x-ray machines, of cobalt 
teletherapy machines, and of linear accelerators; also be able to compare the benefits of 
each.  

B. Describe differences between treatment units for stereotactic therapeutic treatments. 
C. Recognize and correct positioning errors based on planar and volumetric imaging. 
D. Recognize and correct artifacts in planar and volumetric imaging. 
E. Calculate radiation plans and understand effects of beam modification devices (e.g., 

bolus, wedge, compensator, block, MLC). 
 
9. Radiation Properties and Interactions: 40 items  

 
A. Define radiation and understand types used in radiation therapy. 
B. Describe the biophysical processes by which radiation interacts with matter (e.g., 

photoelectric effect, Compton scattering and pair production). 
C. Describe types of ionizing radiation. 
D. Define neutron production and interactions with matter. 
E. Explain proton therapy and advantages of utilizing protons. 
F. Draw and interpret expected isodose lines for a prescribed photon and electron treatment 

field. 
G. Describe the differences in beam characteristics for photon and electron beam energies. 
H. Describe and apply tissue interface dosimetry (e.g., air, lung, bone, implants). 
I. Describe the principles and characteristics of diagnostic and therapeutic radioisotopes.  
J. Understand and describe interactions of ionizing radiation and its measurement. 
K. Understand principles and differences between high and low dose brachytherapy. 
L. Understand and apply measurements of absorbed dose. 
M. Understand the relationship between kerma, exposure and absorbed dose. 

 
 


